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History of Predator Pressure  

Predators populations are continually adapting in response to their food 
sources.  There are many instances where livestock are an easy food supply 
and producers suffer losses.  This has been a ongoing occurrence since 
ranching began.  It is expensive to lose these animals and can cost some 
producers their livelihood.  Likewise the costs to mitigating these problems can 
add up. 

What Producers Are Doing 

Many producers realize the need to calve/lamb close to home so that they can 
keep a close eye on their herds.  This is especially important for those producers 
who are calving/lambing later in the spring.  Some producers are noticing the 
need to have their herd close during breeding season as well, since this is when 
wolf and coyote pups are being taught to hunt sometimes using livestock.  Dogs 
and alpacas are also sometimes used to ward off predators.  One of the most 
effective strategies seems to be the use of hunting or trapping to get rid of the 
most problematic animals. 

Predator Pressure in the Peace Region 

The predators causing problems in the Peace Region are wolves, coyotes, black 
bears and grizzly bears.  The majority of the distress comes from wolves and 
coyotes.  Reports of cougars are becoming more frequent but substantial losses 
have not been reported. 

Calf killed by wolves on Rainey Ranch - Photo supplied by Sarah Davies 

Contact Conservation 

Officers if experiencing  

predator problems 
 

Chetwynd: 
(250) 788-3611 
 

Dawson Creek: 
(250) 784-2304 
 

Fort Nelson: 
(250) 774-3547 
 

Fort St. John: 
(250) 787-3225 
 

Conservation Office    
Services 24 hour  
Report Line  
Toll Free 1-877-952-7277 
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Strategy Success* Comments # ** 

Keep Calving Near Home 4 Predators do not bother as much and rancher 
can keep better eye on livestock 

4 

Keep Breeding Near 
Home 

4 When wolf pup are learning to hunt and put 
stress on cows 

1 

Dogs as Deterrents 4 Dogs put run on predators, but some get hurt 2 

Llamas/Alpaca Deterrents 1 Wolves ate them as well 1 

Hunting/Trapping 1 to 5 Hire Steve Myers or encourage hunters to get 
rid of problem animals 

7 

*1 to 5, 1 = poor, 5 = effective      # = Number of producers who tried      ** Fourteen producers interviewed in total 

Mitigation Strategies 

History of Predator Control in the Peace 

Wolf killed - photo supplied by Steve Myers 

Steve Myers has been instrumental in tackling predator 
problems in the Peace Region for many years.  
Originally from Ontario, Steve always had a fascination 
with wildlife.  He became a Conservation Officer after 
studying forestry in college.  His first experience with 
problem wildlife was with coyotes attacking sheep and 
here he picked up a few pointers on how to set traps to 
capture predators.  After a few years Steve moved to 
Pincher Creek, AB, to work with Fish and Wildlife.  
Here he learned how to assess livestock kills from 
wildlife and also dealt with bear control and setting 
bear snares.  After a year he moved to Cranbrook and 
then in 1977 he ventured to Fort St. John to be a 
Wildlife Control Officer, which meant specializing in 
problem wildlife.   

During this time, poison was still legal and although 
Steve never liked it much, it did a reasonable job in 
controlling predator problems with minimal man power.  
In 1980 the Minister of Agriculture placed a ban on 
poison.  The Ministry instead provided funding for the 
use of helicopters to locate predators and dispose of 
them.  This worked well during the winter as it was 
easy to spot tracks and kills in the snow.  During the 
summer Steve used traps and den hunting to do what 
he could.   In winter he would obtain a road kill moose 
and use it to bait predators in problem areas.  By 
lending a rancher a spotting scope and having him call 
when the predators were there, helicopter hunting 
success was greatly improved.  However, after a 
couple of years the government stopped providing 
funding for helicopters.  In 1988 Steve switched to 
Enforcement within the Ministry and in 1995 he quit 
working for the government.   

In the early 2000’s the Ministry of Environment stated 
that Conservation Officers were too busy to deal with 
problem wildlife.  They turned this responsibility over to 
the BC Cattlemen’s Association (BCCA) who started 
the British Columbia Wild Predator Loss, Control and 
Compensation Program (WPLCCP) with a government 
grant.  This program ran from 2003 to 2009 and 
targeted specifically cattle losses.  Steve started 
investigating cattle losses and verifying kills in the 
Peace Region with the WPLCCP in the summer of 
2003.  Then in 2005, he started predator control within 
the program.  He initially focussed on trapping wolves 
and then later combined trapping with hunting.  Soon 
hunting proved to be a better strategy as there was not 

Continued on next page 
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the problem of catching non-target animals which 
happens when trapping.    

When Steve first began hunting wolves he built a small 
blind for shelter while he was waiting for the wolves to 
come feed on their kill.  This blind was waterproof, 
light, had a small heater and shooting ports from all  
sides.  The blind gave him the opportunity to be almost 
anywhere and stay out of sight.  When setting up to 
catch a wolf Steve would put his blind up 200 yards 
from their most recent cattle kill.  The most critical 
times to catch wolves at their kill sites was the last half 
an hour before dark and the first half an hour before full 
light.  He also set up a tent half a mile from his blind.  
He would then sneak back and forth from the tent and 
blind in between the critical periods.  He was always 
worried about running into predators when travelling in 
the dark so he started sleeping in the blind as it was 
large enough for a sleeping bag.  While hunting this 
way Steve took out approximately 30 wolves a year. 

When the predator program came to an end in 2009, 
the BCCA obtained more funding and created the Wild 
Predator Loss Prevention and Mitigation Pilot Project 
(WPLP) since the Conservation Officers were still not 
able to deal with problem wildlife.  This extended the 
compensation to producers and included sheep losses.  
This project ran until December 2011.  Steve continued 
working with the Cattlemen during this time and was 

continually working to improve his successfulness.  
Two years ago he applied for a permit to be allowed to 
shoot at night with a night scope.  He received the 
permit halfway throughout the year and in that year he 
killed 44 wolves, most within the last seven months.  
Throughout his time with the BCCA compensation 
programs, 90% of his work dealt with wolves, 8% with 
coyotes and 2% with bears.  Since the beginning of the 
year the Conservation Officers are back in charge of 
problem wildlife.  

1. Disposal of Dead Stock: 

 

NOT Permitted: 
1. Dumping of Domestic mortalities on crown land. 

 Section 6(2) of the Environment Management Act 
prohibits introducing waste into the environment 
other than by approved methods.  The code  
specifies burial, incineration or composting, is to 
be on the farm where they died. 

2. Leaving of carcasses at random on ranch/farm for    
    predators and scavengers to consume. 
 This practice may encourage predators to spend 

more time in close proximity to livestock.   At the 
same time accustoming or further accustoming 
them to eat beef, mutton, etc. 

 

Permitted: 
1. Transfer to rendering plant where available 

(preferred method). 
2. Burial:  Sec. 23(1)(c) BC Agricultural Waste Control 

Regulations states:  

Calf attacked by predators - photo by Steve Myers 

Continued on next page 

 Must follow BCFA environmental guidelines for 

beef producers. (RE: Burial Pits) 

 Locate at least 30 metres from any surface  

water or water source for domestic purposes 

 Construct so bottom of pit is 1.2 metres above 

seasonal high water 

 Construct to allow 1 metre of earth cover 

 Size for maximum of 700kg of animals 

 Stagger sites throughout operation 

3. Composting: BC Agricultural Waste Control         
Regulations (Sec 24) – Mortalities may be      
composted on farm if: 

 The mortalities are composted on the farm where 

they died.  

 The composting site is located at least 15 metres 

from a watercourse and 30 metres from any 
source of water used for domestic purposes 

 The composting does not cause pollution. 

Beneficial Management Practices for Predators - Adapted from Steve Myers 



Compiled by:  Steve Myers and Talon Johnson in June 2012. 
Compost, Compost Tea, & Manuring Project Funded in 2009 by:  

Peace River Agriculture Development Fund 
With Contributions from: Bickford Farms, Bill Wilson, Glenn Hogberg, Pacific Soil Analysis, Soil Foodweb Lab 

  Forage Facts Funded by: all the donators and supporters  
at the Forage Goods & Services Auction on Feb 16, 2008. 
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Recommendations: 

 Site should be located as       

remotely as possible from areas 
where livestock graze. 

 Site should not be located near a 

human residence or travel route 
to prevent human danger. 

 Perhaps have the site located 

where it can be approached   
undetected to approximately 200 
metres in case of feeding by  
target predators. 

4.    Incineration 
See BC Agricultural Waste     
Control Regulations Section 23(1)
(a), (b) and (d) for incineration        
requirements. 

 

2. No remote and uncontrolled  
birthing grounds  

 If the herd is to be transferred to a 

remote and/or less supervised  
pasture, consider keeping the late 
calvers back.  Birthing mothers and 
new-borns are a strong temptation 
to all predators. 

 Branding, if feasible, should be 

timed so that healing is completed 
before calves are transferred to 

Beneficial Management Practices - Continued 

Compiled by:  Talon Johnson in June 2012. 
 Wildlife Mitigation Project Funding Partners:  

Agriculture Environment & Wildlife Fund through Investment Agriculture Foundation of BC & ARDCORP. 
With Contributions from: Steve Myers, Sandra Burton and Julie Robinson 

  Forage Facts Project Partially Funded by: all the donators and supporters  
at the Forage Goods & Services Auction on January 14th, 2012. 

less supervised pastures.  The 
strong odour of burned hide and hair 
may be a stronger attractant. 

 Lambs, because of their small size, 

are much more susceptible to     
predation than calves.  Hence, 
lambing areas require more         
supervision and protection from   
possible predation.  Consider          
in-barn lambing or coyote-proof 
fencing around pastures used for 
small lambs. 

 

3. Prevention of Attracting Predators 
1. Malnutrition of Livestock: Weakened 

animals are more susceptible to   
predation and deaths from starvation 

2. Guardian Dogs: Guardian dogs have 
been found, at least by some, to be a 
very effective way of reducing       
predation to a variety of livestock.  
They are raised with the herd, bond 
to them and become very protective 
of them. 

    Three breeds known to be used    
successfully in BC are: 

 Akbash 

 Anatollian Shepherd 

 Great Pyrenees 

Predator Control Options 

1. If you are experiencing predation problems call your local Conservation  
Officers (numbers on first page) to obtain assistance or to have kills verified 
and be eligible for compensation.  

2. Steve Myers is willing to work with ranchers who are experiencing livestock 
losses due to predators.  These ranchers need to contact their local      
Conservation Officers to verify and document the damage before Steve can 
deal with the problem wildlife.   

      COST: $500/night (approx. 2 days work) + mileage one trip (If Steve is    
      unsuccessful in 2 nights he will stay a third night free)  
      Contact: (250) 783-9426 

Wild Predator Loss 

Prevention Pilot Project: 
 

The BC Cattlemen’s 

Association ran this project 

a n d  c o m p l e t e d  a n 

extensive literature review 

about problem wildlife.  The 

documents available are: 

 Wild Predator Loss 

P r e v e n t i o n  B e s t 

Management Practices 

for Sheep 

 Wild Predator Loss 

P r e v e n t i o n  B e s t 

Management Practices 

for Cattle 

 Targeted Predator 

Control 

 Invest igat ion and 

Evaluation of Predator 

Kills and Attacks 

 A n  E c o n o m i c 

A s s e s s m e n t  o f 

Predation in BC (picture 
above) 

 

These can be found at 

w w w . a r d c o r p . c a /

index.php?page_id=37 

On the right hand side of 

the page 


